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The Unspunnen Stone has been used in sporting competitions at the tradi-
tional Unspunnen Festival in Interlaken, Switzerland since 1905. The aim is

to throw the stone, which weighs
83.5 kg, as far as possible. Our Focus
article deals with the burden of gov-
ernment debt which, unlike the
Unspunnen Stone, grows heavier
each year. 
Photo: Urs Flueeler/Keystone

Dear readers,

It was the late New York real estate developer and philanthropist Sey-
mour B. Durst who, in 1989, invented the first “national debt clock.”
It was hung on 42nd Street in New York City and his display, when
unveiled, showed 2,700,000,000,000, i.e. 2.7 trillion US dollars. This
clock’s twenty-year history has been quite hectic. It was moved a cou-
ple of blocks from its original location and now hangs in Times
Square. In 2000, it began to run backwards as the US government
was, for once, running a surplus, which caused investors to start wor-

rying that 30-year US Treasury paper could someday just vanish. 
It had also a small moment of fame during the height of the financial crisis. Sometime

around the end of September 2008, it added a new digit to its figure by crossing the 10 tril-
lion US dollar mark. It currently stands at around 12.4 trillion US dollars and every 50 sec-
onds another million US dollars is added. The situation is not much better in other coun-
tries. Frugal Germany has a public debt of 1.7 trillion euros, adding another million every 3
minutes and 42 seconds. According to the Economist Intelligence Unit, the overall public
debt worldwide is at 32.6 trillion US dollars, slightly more than half the world’s GDP, but
increasing at a very fast rate especially in the developed economies hardest hit by the finan-
cial crisis.

Hence, the latest nervousness surrounding Greece’s fiscal sustainability should be viewed
in a broader context: the small Mediterranean country being only the canary in a very fright-
ening coalmine of ballooning government debt. In the focus article, my colleague Mike Ryan,
Head of Wealth Management Research Americas, and I explore more in-depth the issues
surrounding government debt.
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The curse of public debt

According to a recent study by the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF), the debt-to-
GDP ratio in the advanced economies will
have increased from 80% in 2007 to almost
120% by 2014. In the US and UK those
ratios are currently heading toward the
100% landmark, while Japan’s public debt
will reach twice the size of its GDP next year.
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We should all care about public debt.
In this article we explain how public
debt evolves, what governments do to
address the debt problem and who
will bear the consequences.

The recession brought about by the 2008
financial crisis distinguished itself not only by
being the most violent for many developed
countries since World War II, but also by forc-
ing many governments to step in and pro-
vide assistance on a massive, unprecedented
scale to prevent their economies from sliding
into depression.
Budget deficits have exploded, running into
the trillions of dollars. Relative to GDP, they
have reached double-digit percentages in
many countries, making them the biggest in
peacetime. According to a recent study by
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) the
debt-to-GDP ratios in the advanced
economies will have increased from 80% in
2007 to almost 120% by 2014. In the US
and UK, debt to GDP is heading toward the
100% landmark, while Japan’s public debt
will reach twice the size of its GDP next year.

How does debt evolve?
According to the Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Eco-
nomic Outlook database, the US national
debt grew 6.2% per year, with considerable
volatility, during 1989-2009. While a 6.2%
annual increase in the national debt might
seem like a lot, it needs to be put into per-
spective. When considering the evolution of
government debt and the ability of govern-
ments to sustain such levels of indebtedness,
consideration must be given not only to the
overall debt load but also to how it relates  to
the size and growth of an economy, i.e., the
nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 
If the national debt grows faster than nom-
inal GDP, then the debt-to-GDP ratio will
increase. If debt grows at the same rate as
nominal GDP, then the debt-to-GDP ratio will
remain unchanged. During the last two
decades, US nominal growth averaged
5.6%. So, at current prices the US govern-
ment’s debt load increased by almost a full
percentage point per year faster than the
overall economy. Hence, the US debt-to-GDP
ratio rose from about 50% in 1989 to almost
70% in 2008. 

The most profligate G7 country in terms
of debt growth was neither Italy nor Japan –
two countries famous for debt-to-GDP ratios
significantly above 100% – but the UK.
However, whereas Japan’s ratio increased
from roughly 68% in 1989 to an astonishing
173% in 2008 (it is currently close to 200%),
the UK managed to keep its debt-to-GDP
ratio relatively contained at 59% in 2008.
What explains this apparent anomaly? The
difference in nominal growth rates: 5.5% on
average for the UK and only 1.2% for Japan.

A debt-to-GDP ratio above 100% is 
problematic 
When looking at the evolution of debt we
need to differentiate between government
expenditures for current activities and the

interest paid on any outstanding debt. The
primary government balance is equal to the
difference between its revenues, usually in
the form of tax receipts, and its current
expenditures interest payments. Adding
interest payments yields the overall govern-
ment balance. If the primary balance is in
equilibrium (in other words, if revenues
exactly cover current expenditures), then the
overall deficit would only equal the interest
payments the government has to pay on its
debt obligations. In such a situation, govern-
ments would issue new debt just to pay for
the accrued interest.

If a government balance sheet is in equi-
librium, the growth rate of its new debt will
correspond to the interest it has to pay on its
debt. If the primary balance is in surplus, the
government will be able to pay back some
of its debt. If the primary balance is in deficit,
however, the government has to continually
issue new debt.

For a country’s debt-to-GDP ratio to sta-
bilize the government must at least get its
revenues and expenditures (net of interest)
back into balance, and the interest rate on
the debt must be below the growth rate of
the economy.

A more fundamental rule of fiscal policy
would be to never allow for any deficit at all.
However, such a rule doesn’t take into
account that the economy fluctuates. When
an economy is in a recession both the gov-
ernment revenues will decline while the gov-
ernment outlays (for example, spending on
unemployment benefits) will increase. This
means that usually government budget bal-
ances are negative in a recession. One would
expect a reversal in the case of a booming
economy. However, over the last 20 years
there was only one year, 2000, in which the
OECD as a whole managed to have a govern-

More room for maneuver if debt is in
own currency
Developed countries usually issue sovereign
debt in their own currencies, which means
they can “monetize” the debt, if necessary.
By contrast, emerging market countries
issue most of their debt in a major foreign
currency like the US dollar or the euro.
Therefore, large deficits can be destabiliz-
ing. If an emerging market country lacks the
foreign currency to repay or service its debt,
it faces the risk of defaulting. The case of
countries in the Eurozone is a bit more com-
plex. On the one hand, the debt of Euro-
zone countries is issued in their own cur-
rency, the euro. On the other hand, the
European Central Bank being a suprana-
tional entity and the euro the currency of 16
countries, a Eurozone member country can-
not monetize its debt. This explains the cur-
rent nervousness about Greece and other
highly indebted Eurozone countries. 
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ment surplus. In the US only  1999-2001 was
characterized by surpluses while countries
like France or Japan have not shown any sur-
plus at all over the last two decades.

What a government can do about its debt
There are only five possible ways a govern-
ment can increase its primary surplus or
decrease its primary deficit:

1. Do nothing
When questioned about rising government
debt the late US President Ronald Reagan
once famously remarked,  “I am not worried
about the deficit. It is big enough to take care
of itself.” There is more behind this bon mot
than one might think. Indeed, if the econ-
omy grows faster than debt is accumulating,
then obviously the debt-to-GDP ratio
shrinks. Moreover, if the government deficits
were done in the first place to boost the
growth prospects of an economy through
better infrastructure or lower taxes, then ulti-
mately this growth boost could finance the
deficit. However, there are some flaws to this
line of thinking in the current environment.
Developed economies, due to poor demo-
graphic prospects and the ongoing delever-
aging of the private sector, have rather
muted growth prospects over the next cou-
ple of years, and the debt to GDP ratio is cur-
rently very close to levels where it becomes
negative to growth.  What’s more, given that
a higher portion of government budgets are
now dedicated to entitlement spending and
debt servicing, simply doing nothing doesn’t
appear to be a viable option.

2. Increase taxes 
Increasing taxes will obviously reduce the
deficit but this in turn can harm the growth
prospects of an economy and would most

likely wind up prolonging any recession.
Moreover, when it comes to increasing taxes,
not all economies have the same room to
maneuver anymore. While, according to
OECD statistics in countries like the US or
Japan, total government tax revenues are
slightly above 25% of GDP, the tax burdens
in countries such as France and Italy stand at
almost 45% and are already at the limit of
what is bearable by taxpayers.

3. Decrease government spending 
Decreasing government spending will also
reduce the deficit, but this action too will
most likely have a negative impact on the
economy at least in the short run. Some of
the current expenditures like the stimulus
packages and the bailouts of the financial
sector will not last, reducing the current very
high deficits in the future. However, when
looking at cutting government spending to
reduce debt, the room for maneuvering is
very small unless government spending seen
as mandatory or untouchable (social security,
defense) is also considered.

4. Default
Default on debt is certainly also an option.
While one would guess that if a country can
issue its debt in its own currency, inflation
(see below) would be the preferred option to
radically tackle the debt problem. US econ-
omists Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff
report in their monumental study (“This time
is different”) 70 cases of default of govern-
ments on debt issued in local currency. While
this is rarer than default on debt issued in a
foreign currency (250 cases) it remains a
remote possibility.

5. Monetize it (if debt is issued in your
own currency)

Given the poor political prospects of increas-
ing taxes and/or decreasing government
spending the most elegant way to tackle
debt is to monetize it, i.e. to let the central
bank buy it. In most developed countries the
central bank is independent from the gov-
ernment and one of its objectives is to keep
inflation in check. Monetizing the debt
would obviously contradict this objective.
However, the incentive to monetize debt
rises as a greater portion of the debt is held
by foreign investors, since they would end up
bearing much of the costs in the form of loss
of purchasing power from a currency
debasement.  

The consequences of high debt
Having seen how difficult it is to tackle the
issue of a high public debt, one might ask the
fundamental question: why should we care
about it at all?

Several answers to this question are
already given in the previous paragraphs.
Since there is an incentive to monetize debt
burdens, a relatively high debt-to-GDP ratio
could be expected to weigh heavily upon
inflation expectations. Moreover, to reduce
a high debt burden one will have to inflict
measures such as higher taxes and lower
government expenditures which could tend
to reduce growth in the short to medium
term. But even looking at it from a static per-
spective, a high debt level can negatively
impact growth. Reinhart and Rogoff showed
that beyond a 90% debt-to-GDP ratio
threshold, the burden of debt alone will sig-
nificantly reduce the growth rate of a coun-
try.

There are at least two theoretical expla-
nations to this finding. First, such a high
debt-to-GDP ratio could induce household
to consume less and save more, because

they believe that ultimately they will face tax
increases in the future. Second, a high debt
level could push interest rates higher, lead-
ing companies to invest less – the so called
“crowding out” of the private investment
activity by the public sector.

Moreover, the higher the debt level, the
more that government actions will be con-
strained by the  need to service those debt
payments. In the mid-1990s Canada’s debt
situation was considered almost hopeless,
but thanks to very harsh measures induced
by a newly elected government a spectacu-
lar turnaround was managed. The main
argument, then Canadian Finance Ministry
(later Prime Minister) Paul Martin used to
convince the broader public that harsh meas-
ures were necessary was “that the servicing
of excessive public sector debt was crowd-
ing out needed social programs: health care,
education and child welfare.”

A final argument is an ethical one. Public
deficits and debts are basically an intergen-
erational redistribution, where current peo-
ple profit de facto from goods and services
that later generations, which cannot vote
now, will have to pay. If we think deeply
about it, it inherently appeals to our sense of
fairness.
Andreas Hoefert

Chief Economist, UBS AG

Mike Ryan

Head, WMR Americas

mike.ryan@ubs.com
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Asset allocation strategy

underweight neutral overweight

- - - - - - n + ++ +++

Commodities

Cash

Fixed income

Equity

Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide.  See Scale for Investment Strategy in the
Appendix for an explanation of the strategy.

We continue to favor equities and commodities
over fixed income and cash. We believe signs that a
global economic recovery is underway support
keeping a pro-cyclical portfolio stance. 

Fundamentals should trump market fears

Financial markets have been on a bum -
py road since the beginning of 2010,
driven most recently by fears over Greek
debt. While Greece will not solve its
problems overnight, we find that, for
stock markets, improving economic
fundamentals globally will trump cur-
rent market fears. We keep a prefer-
ence for equities over bonds.

By 8 February, equity markets had sold off
nearly 10% since mid-January on the back
of rising market fears over Greek govern-
ment debt issues. While acknowledging
that elevated government debt levels could
be a long-term drag on growth, we find
the market reaction overdone and consider
it as a buying opportunity for risk-tolerant
investors. 

Economic recovery versus Greek 
debt fears
Financial markets are currently questioning
the probity of Greek public finances. While the
coming months will be uncertain, we think a
refinancing crisis will be avoided possibly with
some form of outside financial support. Mar-
ket participants therefore need to weigh the
risk posed by the fiscal situation in Greece to
global financial markets against the currently
strong momentum in the global economy led
by the US and Asia. In our opinion, financial
markets are more likely to take the cue from
the economic recovery. If one adds still mod-
erately attractive valuation levels, risk assets
such as equities and corporate bonds are set
to perform well as we move further into 2010. 

Government debt levels call for a 
well-diversified portfolio
While we believe Greece is unlikely to default
on its debt, we are concerned about rising
government debt levels globally. As such, we
think investors should hold a portfolio that is
not overly exposed to longer-term govern-
ment debt or rising inflation. In our view, a
diversified portfolio should include “real
assets” that carry tangible intrinsic value

High-yield bonds: still some potential left

High-yield corporate bonds delivered a stellar performance in 2009 as rock-bottom prices
lured investors back into this asset class. Improving corporate credit fundamentals, along-
side still-attractive valuations, lead us to expect another solid year of returns for high-
yield in 2010, though not to the same extent as seen in 2009. While the rally experienced
since April 2009 has been partly driven by liquidity, this has not been the only improve-
ment.

The uptick in global economic activity has had several positive side effects for corpo-
rate credit. Corporate earnings have surprised positively, credit quality continues to
steadily improve and access to bank lending or debt capital markets further supports high-
yield corporate bonds. These fundamental developments are reflected in falling default
rates and increasing ratings upgrades. Corporate defaults have fallen significantly and
continue to do so after hitting a peak of 14% at the end of 2009, leading us to believe
we are past the worst in the yearly trailing default rates. In comparison, default rates
among high-yield corporate bonds peaked around 12% during the previous two reces-
sions.

As valuations are by no means stretched, we expect a solid performance for high-yield
bonds during 2010, with total returns in the high single digits. Investors looking to invest
in high-yield corporate bonds should diversify in order to avoid high exposure to individ-
ual default events. (See our 11 February report, “High Yield: A more muted year ahead
for high-yield bonds”, for more details.)

such as commodities and real estate (and to
some extent equities). Gold is a valuable
portfolio element that is likely to prove a
good hedge against increasing government
debt levels and inflation expectations.
Mark Andersen, Strategist, UBS AG

Stephen Freedman, CFA

Strategist, UBS Financial Services Inc.

stephen.freedman@ubs.com
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Shifts that matter

Several turning points that can also be partially classified as “big shifts” are
becoming relevant to investors, in our view. Being well positioned for these
shifts could make the difference between a good or a rather average overall
performance this year. 

From recovery to delivery
2010 could well turn out to be a year where the
focus shifts away from macroeconomic concerns
back to microeconomic issues. In other words, we
are likely to observe a shift from recovery to deliv-
ery. Using the basic equity valuation metric P/E, we
think this year's performance will more be driven
by the “E” (earnings and earnings growth) and
much less by an expansion of the “P” (the valua-
tion multiple). As a consequence, stock-picking
and active management are regaining importance,
with performance likely to be supported for stocks
able to deliver solid and sustainable earnings
growth, as opposed to merely being driven by the
normalization of risk aversion or cost-cutting.

From steepening to flattening
During 2010, major central banks face the chal-
lenge of finding the right exit strategies from their
massive monetary stimulus and will start to hike
interest rates. This should have an important effect
on yield curves and might actually mark a turning
point, where interest rate curves embark on a
multi-year flattening trend, mainly driven by a nor-
malization of short-term interest rates.

From major to minor currencies
We assess the growing investor interest in smaller
currencies that has taken place for quite some
time. Currencies of commodity producers and suc-
cessful emerging markets rank on top of the pick-
list of investors, but we also note small currency
areas of advanced non-commodity producing
markets like Switzerland, Singapore or Sweden. In
our view, this reflects investors' wish to increase
diversification, their desire to participate in the
growth of smaller countries, and a certain annoy-
ance with the deficiencies of major economies.

on emerging market growth should allow them to
trend higher, even if the developed world does not
get up on its feet completely. Equity indices, on the
other hand, are highly geared toward the devel-
oped world and are therefore more exposed to
weak OECD growth. Hence, we expect the diver-
sification benefits of commodities in a portfolio to
become more attractive and improve the risk-
return profile.
See Shifts that Matter, 26 Feb. 2010.
Philippe G. Mueller

Analyst, UBS AG

From recoupling to re-decoupling
In 2007, the term “decoupling” was the new
buzzword. However, the financial crisis induced a
truly global recession, where all business cycles
around the globe were weakening simultaneously.
By mid-2009, however, the decoupling phenom-
enon regained traction with emerging markets
(especially Southeast Asia) leading the recovery,
and some developed countries like the UK clearly
lagging. We expect this phenomenon to continue
in the future and lead again to a more stable inter-
national macroeconomic environment.

From high to low correlation
The correlation between commodities and equities
reached record levels during 2009. We do not
expect these levels to be sustained. Moreover, we
believe the coming years will be characterized by
high emerging market growth versus the devel-
oped world. The high dependency of commodities

Extended asset allocation

Asset class Tactical view* Comment

US equities US equities are less attractiveley valued than international markets, but 
+ earnings prospects are somewhat stronger than for non–US developed 

equities. 

Non–US developed Foreign equities, especially in Europe, are still  attractively valued. 
equities + However, the cyclical recovery appears to be lagging behind the US. 

Japanese equities are expensive.

Emerging markets Emerging market equities are no longer cheap but should continue to 
equities + benefit from the growth recovery in the underlying economies.

US fixed income Expensive and likely to come under pressure as economic conditions – normalize.

Non–US fixed income Though we expect dollar weakness in the longer term, foreign bonds are – not likely to benefit from currency movements during the next six months. 

Cash (USD) – Unattractive cash returns due to exceptionally low policy interest rates.

Commodities We believe that the cyclical recovery should prove supportive for + commodities during the next 12 months. 
Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

*See scale for Investment Strategy in the appendix for an explanation. For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide. 

From firing to hiring
A sustainable US recovery needs to see businesses
hiring workers again. We think consumer spend-
ing will not continue to expand unless labor
income growth stabilizes, which requires positive
employment growth. As with any market, supply
and demand for labor dictates wages. Thus, a
return to hiring would break the downward trend
in wage growth. After shedding over 7 million
jobs since the beginning of the recession, we
expect businesses to start adding to their payrolls
in 2Q10. 

From shrinking to growing
Stocks are more likely to get sincere applause if rev-
enue (rather than earnings) expectations are
beaten. As a consequence, we anticipate increas-
ing attention on revenue growth opportunities,
whether through market share gains or industry-
level growth.

From public to private
Governments worldwide have intervened on a
massive scale to prevent the recession caused by
the credit crunch from slipping into a full-fledged
depression. So far these policies have been suc-
cessful and at the beginning of 2010 all major
economies have started to grow again. However,
public finances have been stretched to the limit (in
some countries even beyond it), making it very dif-
ficult to continue these policies. There is a risk that
once the stimulus programs end, the private sec-
tor will not be able to pick up the growth baton.
This could ultimately lead to sub-trend growth for
longer, which is a risk that we see especially in the
countries that were the most exposed to the hous-
ing boom and bust, namely the US, the UK and
Spain.
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Avoiding the neutrality of money

in % 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010F 2011F

Real GDP (y/y) 2.7 2.1 0.4 –2.4 3.0 3.0

CPI (y/y) 3.2 2.9 3.8 –0.3 1.7 1.3

Core CPI (y/y) 2.5 2.3 2.3 1.7 1.0 0.9

Unemployment rate 4.6 4.6 5.8 9.3 9.9 9.8

Fed funds rate* 5.25 4.25 0.25 0.20 1.0 3.0
* year–end level Sources: Thomson Financial, UBS WMR, as of 22 Feb. 2010 

US economic forecasts (see the latest WMR Forecast Tables for additional forecasts)

About these forecasts: In developing the WMR forecasts set forth above, WMR economists worked in collaboration with
economists employed by UBS Investment Research (INV). INV is published by UBS Investment Bank. Forecasts and estimates
are current only as of the date of this publication and may change without notice.

Real GDP is recovering; M2 still bloated
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Most investors are familiar with the no-
tion that a surge in money growth, 
if not reversed, will eventually lead to
a rise in inflation. In economics, the
concept is called the neutrality of mo -
ney, since the impact of money
growth on real activity is neutral in
the long run. The direct implication 
is that once a central bank has success-
fully reignited growth, it should re -
verse its monetary expansion to avoid
inflation further down the road. 
Why is it then so surprising that the Fed
is preparing the way for exactly such
an exit?

There are two key reasons for a central bank
to become more restrictive after orchestrat-
ing a successful economic recovery with
lower rates and (if needed, like in the past
recession) massive liquidity injections. First,
the peak impact on real economic activity

takes place about six months after any given
rate cut or liquidity injection. After that the
impact on growth fades rather quickly. It is
true that keeping rates low forever will con-
tinuously impact growth positively, but at a
decreasing rate. Why? Because investors and
borrowers will take advantage of lower rates
as they fall, but once the majority of them
have done so, the incremental impact on
growth fades. Second, once a self-sustaining
recovery has been engineered, excessive
money growth will eventually lead to infla-
tion. This is called the neutrality of money, as
the impact of money growth on real activity
is neutral in the long run. The key reason for
this is that any excess money growth in an
economy that is operating at full potential
will lift inflation, as supply is capped.

In the current cycle, several key signposts
for a sustainable recovery are already in the
rearview mirror. The inventory cycle has
turned, production has been rising for seven
consecutive months and consumption has
expanded for a few months without addi-
tional fiscal stimulus. The final building block
of a sustainable expansion is a return to pos-

itive employment growth. We expect pay-
rolls to turn positive in 2Q10, as key leading
indicators such as temporary hiring and the
average workweek have risen already and
productivity growth has soared, signaling a
full usage of the existing workforce. If we are
right and employment growth does indeed
turn positive soon, then our confidence in a
self-sustaining expansion will rise as well.
After all, the virtuous cycle (rising employ-
ment leads to rising labor income, resulting
in rising consumption, causing rising produc-
tion) is the core engine of any expanding
economy.

With this expectation for positive employ-
ment growth in mind, why then is it so bewil-
dering to see the Fed preparing the way to
normalize its monetary stance. Once the
economy can grow on its own, the wisest
move is to remove the monetary stimulus in
order to avoid rampant inflation further
down the road. After all, the positive impact
on real economic growth is fading at best
anyway. We view the Fed’s announcement to
raise the discount rate from 0.5% to 0.75%
in this light. The discount rate is the loan rate
at which commercial banks can get funds
from the Fed at the discount window against

prime-rated collateral. It is a liquidity back-
stop for banks that cannot find funding on
the interbank fed funds market. Before the
first liquidity crisis pertaining to toxic sub-
prime paper in August 2007, the spread
between the discount rate and the fed funds
rate was 100 basis points (bps). To facilitate
cheaper funding for banks in trouble, the Fed
lowered that spread to 25 bps in two steps.
Together with all the other liquidity facilities,
this proved to be a welcome development.
Particularly after the collapse of Lehman, dis-
count borrowing soared to about USD
110bn per day at its peak. The most recent
number is closer to USD 14bn per day, a neg-
ligible number. Thus, the increase in the dis-
count rate will have only negligible economic
repercussions, as banks hardly use the dis-
count window anymore and thus it will not
affect borrowing rates for business and
households. We, however, view it as a signal
that the Fed is preparing to raise its fed funds
target and confirm our call for a first rate
hike in June. 
Thomas Berner, CFA

US Economist, UBS Financial Services Inc.

thomas.berner@ubs.com

Real GDP recovered in 3Q09 and the pace of
the recovery accelerated in 4Q09. Meanwhile,
M2, the broadest available money aggregate,
remains bloated. While this does not imply an
immediate inflation threat, the Fed will have
to mop up liquidity in order to rein in inflation
further down the road.
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From firing to (cyclical) hiring

Surge in permanently laid off workers

The labor market report differentiates
between temporary and permanently laid off
workers. The former tend to get reemployed
quickly, as they get called back to their for-
mer jobs. The latter tend to stay unemployed
for longer periods, as they have to find new
jobs, most likely in other industries.

nsa = not seasonally adjusted
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Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS WMR
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On temporary layoff
Not on temporary layoff
Job losers 

Several developments visible in the eco-
nomic landscape make us optimistic
that employment growth will soon turn
positive. The turn in the inventory
cycle has boosted production and the
surge in productivity growth suggests
that businesses are utilizing their exis -
ting workforces to an extreme. How-
ever, the labor recovery will likely be
lackluster as the deep recession has
filled the ranks of the structurally
unemployed.

A key missing signpost of a sustainable US
recovery is businesses once again hiring work-
ers. The recovery in real GDP thus far has been
driven by a moderation in inventory depletion
by businesses in order to better align them-
selves with rebounding sales. However, con-
sumer spending will not continue to expand
unless labor income growth stabilizes, which
requires positive employment growth. A return
to hiring would break the downward trend in

wage growth, which emerged as employment
growth started to falter in early 2007. Two key
developments suggest that a return to hiring is
around the corner.

Positive feedback loop from the 
inventory cycle
First, as sales rebounded in 3Q09, in large
part due to the monetary and fiscal stimulus,
businesses were able to slow down inventory
depletion rates, which meant boosting pro-
duction. This is the spark that typically ignites
a sustainable recovery. Economic output
improves from rising production related to
the turn of the inventory cycle. Such a boost
to real GDP generates income, which in turn
spurs consumption. However, the inventory
snapback can only substantially lift the econ-
omy for a few quarters, historically for a max-
imum of three quarters. However, it sets in
motion a positive feedback loop between
rising economic output and hiring. As busi-
nesses expand, they tend to need more
workers to run their operations. This, in turn,
raises aggregate labor income, which conse-
quently supports consumption.

Soaring productivity growth bodes well
for future employment
Second, the surge in productivity in 2H09
bodes well for renewed hiring. The growth
rate was visibly higher than the average pro-
ductivity growth of about 3.5% during the
peak productivity growth years of the tech
boom in the late 1990s. With trend produc-
tivity growth likely lower today than over
that period, we expect the surge in produc-
tivity to falter going forward. Economically,
businesses have been firing workers and cut-
ting working hours, which raised productiv-
ity, as less total man-hours produced more
output in 2H09 than in 1H09. However, as
sales continue to grow it will be hard for
businesses to expand their operations to
meet rising sales without increasing their
total man-hours. They cannot raise the pro-
ductivity of their existing workforces any fur-
ther. The workweek in the monthly labor
market report has already tentatively
rebounded from a cyclical low. The next log-
ical development to expect is a return to hir-
ing by companies.

Increase in structural unemployment
Despite our optimism about a swift return to
net hiring, we do not expect employment
growth to be strong in this recovery. One of
the key consequences of deep recessions
characterized by marked sector restructuring
is a sharp increase in structural unemploy-
ment. This refers to workers that are perma-
nently laid off and have to find a new job,
most likely in another industry. Conse-
quently, they tend to stay unemployed for
longer and typically suffer paycheck cuts
once reemployed – both fates that speak for
lackluster employment and consumption
growth for some time.

For additional information, see US econ-
nomics: How severe is structural unemploy-
ment? 25 Jan. 2010.
Thomas Berner, CFA

US Economist, UBS Financial Services Inc.

thomas.berner@ubs.com

Normalization versus exit strategy

The Fed announced last Thursday that it would increase its discount rate from 1/2 per-
cent to 3/4 percent and lowered the maximum maturity for discount loans from 28 days
to overnight.

We view this move as a further step towards normalizing monetary policy and a hint
that the Fed is preparing to raise its more important Fed funds rate target. However,
the move itself did not tighten monetary policy as the discount rate does not affect bor-
rowing rates for businesses or households. The discount window is merely a liquidity
backstop facility for commercial banks that need funding but cannot find it in the inter-
bank market. 

We continue to expect a first Fed funds rate hike in June, but that forecast is based on
our expectation for a return to positive payrolls in 2Q10 as well as continued overall
growth and stable financial conditions.
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UK

Eurozone

Asia–Pacific 

Japan

Technology

Energy

Materials

Consumer staples

Industrials

Financials

Health care

Consumer discretionary

Utilities

Telecom

US equity sector strategy

Sector Performance (local currency/USD, in %)
underweight neutral overweight mtd ytd 2009

5.0 –3.8 61.7

4.5 –0.2 13.8

7.0 –2.2 48.6

3.5 2.3 14.9

5.1 3.8 20.9

2.0 0.6 17.2

0.6 1.1 19.7

4.5 1.5 41.3

1.0 –4.0 11.9

–0.2 –8.3 8.9
Total return indices in USD: S&P 500 sector indices as of 22 February 2010 Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide. See Scale for Investment Strategy in the Appendix for an explanation of the
strategy.

UK Retail sales fell in January and unemployment
is on the rise. After nearly flat growth (0.1%) in
the fourth quarter of 2009, the UK now seems
unlikely to post a strong result for the first quar-
ter of 2010. At the same time, inflation has been
rising strongly over the last two months. The
Bank of England has made it very clear that it
sees the increase in inflation as temporary and is

more concerned about the recovery remaining
fragile. Thus, the window for further quantitative
easing remains wide open. A policy rate hike any-
time soon is very unlikely, in our view. As a result,
there is a good chance for inflation to remain
high for longer. This, together with very weak
economic growth, makes for an uncomfortable
scenario.

Fourth-quarter GDPs in the eurozone have been
disappointing, as have recent “soft data” releases
like PMI and consumer confidence. The recovery
that so far has mainly been driven by strong
exports and an upswing in inventories is still on
track. But as long as consumer spending does not
pick up, it will remain modest. The need for fiscal

consolidation in many eurozone countries poses a
further risk to future economic growth. The dark-
ening outlook has led us to lower our growth
forecast for 2010 to 1.5%. The European Central
Bank has started to pare down some of its
extraordinary measures, but interest rates are
likely to remain unchanged until late 2010.

All remaining Asian economies have reported fourth-
quarter GDP figures, which were very strong and
much better than expected. The numbers were no
doubt greatly helped by base effects as economic
activity is compared with the utterly depressed situ-
ation of a year ago. According to our estimates, Asia
ex-Japan as a whole grew slightly above 8% year-

on-year, the fastest pace since early 2008. The same
base effects will almost surely help push growth rates
higher in the first half of the year. With economic
activity back to pre-crisis levels and a further increase
in Asian export volumes, we believe policymakers in
Asia, led by the People’s Bank of China, will allow
more currency appreciation than seen so far.

– – – – – – n + ++ +++

GBP** �

EUR** �

AXJ** �

JPY** �

Earnings season wrapping up

Exports have been gaining strength in recent
months, growing 41% y/y in January. This is pro-
viding a base of support for the economy, reduc-
ing the risk of a double-dip recession. However,
domestic demand remains weak overall as com-

panies try to cut costs in the face of the stronger
yen. With help from the government, employment
appears to be stabilizing, although wages remain
under downward pressure. Prices and rents are
continuing to trend lower. 

**Arrows indicate whether the currency is expected to strengthen, weaken or trend sideways aginst the US dollar.

With 96% of the S&P 500 (by market capi-
talization) having reported 4Q09 earnings, it
is clear that the season was strong in several
respects. The quarter was the first showing
positive earnings growth for the S&P 500 in
over two years, with results more than
tripling the depressed number from last year
(USD 17.53 vs. USD 5.62), with 7% sequen-
tial im provement as well.  Sales rose a solid
5% after posting low teen double-digit
declines throughout 2009. Another positive
is that 74% of S&P 500 companies beat their
respective consensus earnings estimate by
an average of 11%. Importantly, sales have
also played an increasing role in the strong
beats this quarter. An impressive 68% of
companies beat the market’s estimate for
sales, in contrast to the previous three quar-
ters when cost cutting was the principal
earnings driver. Strength was seen across the
market. The largest sector (and currently our

preferred sector within US sector allocation),
Technology, proved to be the standout.
Eighty-five percent of technology companies
beat consensus estimates, followed by the
strongest positive earnings revisions for the
coming year. Lastly, companies themselves
proved optimistic by raising their future earn-
ings outlook as well. Company estimates for
2010 have risen by 2% while 2011 estimates
have gone up 1% during 4Q09 earnings sea-
son. We conclude that a sustained earnings
recovery is occuring, driven by the combina-
tion of strong cost cutting over the past year
and rebounding revenue growth. We look
for earnings growth of 29% in 2010 and
15% in 2011.
Joseph Anthony Sawe

Strategist, UBS Financial Services Inc.

joseph-anthony.sawe@ubs.com 
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Commercial real estate (CRE): “Exorcising the shoe”

Large–cap Growth

Large–cap Value

Mid–Cap

REITs

Small–Cap

US equity size and style

Sector Strategy Performance (local currency/USD, in %)
underweight neutral overweight mtd ytd 2009

4.0 –0.5 37.2

3.4 0.5 19.7

5.1 1.6 40.5

4.5 –0.9 28.0

5.0 1.1 27.2
Total return indices in USD: Russell as of 22 February 2010 Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide. See Scale for Investment Strategy in the Appendix for an explanation of the
strategy.
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Given the relatively small size of the US com-
mercial real estate debt market, potential
losses will not likely create systemic risks for
the financial markets.

US residential market is far bigger than the CRE debt market

Source: US Federal Reserve, 
UBS WMR as of 11 Feb. 2010

Home 75.3%

Commercial 17.5%

Farm 0.9%

Multifamily residential 6.3%

We conclude that while CRE-related
credit losses are likely to remain 
elevated at regional and community
banks, it is highly unlikely that 
these losses will lead to a repeat of
the 2008/09 severe credit crunch.

We discuss nine reasons why we believe that
CRE is not the “next shoe to drop”.

1. The CRE market is much smaller than
residential real estate. As chart below illus-
trates, the residential mortgage market is
over three times the size of the commercial
and multi-family residential (condos, co-ops)
markets combined. The sheer size of the
market means that losses are unlikely to
materially impact bank capital.

2. The banking system has a stronger cap-
ital position now than before the residential
mortgage meltdown. Even in a scenario
where losses are at the high end of the Fed’s
stress test assumptions, the banking system
would generate about USD 150bn of losses.
This is manageable versus total bank capital
of about USD 1,000bn.

3. Underwriting standards are higher for
CRE. This is not to imply that standards did
not weaken for both categories of mort-
gages during the prior economic expansion,
but generally, commercial mortgage loan-to-
value (LTV) ratios are between 55% and
70%, while LTVs for residential mortgages
typically begin at 80%.

4. What bubble? The CRE market did not
experience nearly the same increase in
capacity over the past 20 years compared to
the residential real estate market.

5. Loan modification programs ridiculed
as “extend and pretend” or “delay and
pray” often are a net positive. A key differ-
ence between residential and commercial
mortgages is that many commercial prop-
erties are income-producing and often
have a diversified tenant base that buffers
the losses incurred from individual defaults.
Loan workouts for delinquent commercial
properties that still generate cash flow,
albeit at reduced levels, are common in the
industry and can make economic sense for
both the lender and the borrower.

6. Interest rates are at historically low lev-

els. Not only does a low interest rate support
the valuation of real estate, but it also low-
ers the interest burden on borrowers, allow-
ing more time for economic conditions to
improve to avoid a payment default or prop-
erty foreclosure.

7. The economy is improving! US real GDP
has been positive for two consecutive quar-
ters and labor market trends – a key driver of
vacancy rates and commercial property pric-
ing – appear to be stabilizing. The recent
uptick in the National Association of Realtor
(NAR) Commercial Leading Indicator also
supports our view that the CRE market is sta-
bilizing.

8. Unlike residential mortgages and secu-
ritized assets that are mostly held by larger
financial institutions, commercial mortgages
are disproportionately held at smaller,
regional banks. By definition, these smaller
banks are not systemically important. Also,
there is a well-defined, FDIC-managed
process to wind down smaller commercial
banks, which should avoid a Lehman Broth-
ers-like disorderly collapse that led to a sub-
stantial increase in risk aversion.

9. Significant CMBS  (commercial mort-

gage-backed securities) losses have already
been incurred. About 20% of commercial
mortgages outstanding, or roughly $700 bil-
lion, are in the form of CMBS. Current mar-
ket pricing already reflects high default rates
on the underlying mortgages and significant
CMBS writedowns have already been taken
by CMBS holders.

In summary, while we recognize that CRE
loan losses will likely remain at elevated lev-
els over the next two years, losses are
unlikely to trigger another credit crisis.

For more information, see Risk Watch:
Commercial Real Estate - Exorcising the shoe,
11 Feb. 2010.
Jeremy Zirin, CFA

jeremy.zirin@ubs.com

David Lefkowitz, CFA

david.lefkowitz@ubs.com

Strategists, UBS Financial Services Inc.
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Best opportunities lie within emerging markets
Name Ticker Sector Price Date of P/E 2010 EPS y/y Total Return

addition Jan. Since
addition

Abbott Laboratories* ABT Health Care $54.42 1-Feb-2010 12.7 14% – –

Ameriprise AMP Financials $40.48 30-Sept-2009 10.7 23% –1% 4%

Apache APA Energy $104.02 1-Sept-2008 10.0 77% –4% –6%

Apple AAPL Technology $200.42 20-Nov-2009 16.7 29% –9% –7%

Avon Products AVP Consumer Staples $30.40 6-Nov-2009 14.5 19% –4% –10%

Bank of America BAC Financials $16.21 30-Oct-2009 14.7 N/A 1% 4%

Cisco Systems CSCO Technology $24.30 20-Nov-2009 14.9 14% –6% –6%

Coca-Cola KO Consumer Staples $55.37 31-Mar-2008 16.1 11% –5% –7%

Colgate-Palmolive CL Consumer Staples $82.12 1-Jun-2007 16.6 11% –2% 27%

Cooper Industries CBE Industrials $45.36 30-Oct-2009 15.1 17% 1% 12%

CSX CSX Industrials $46.81 29-May-2009 14.3 11% –12% 28%

Disney DIS Consumer Discretionary $31.12 30-Jun-2009 15.0 9% –8% 27%

FedEx Corp.* FDX Industrials $82.42 1-Feb-2010 18.3 33% – –

Freeport McMoran FCX Materials $76.24 31-Jul-2009 9.7 32% –17% 3%

Gilead Sciences* GILD Health Care $47.88 1-Feb-2010 13.4 15% – –

Google GOOG Technology $542.80 16-Jun-2008 19.4 18% –15% –7%

Hess HES Energy $60.11 30-Jun-2009 13.6 82% –4% 9%

Hewlett-Packard HPQ Technology $50.56 31-Aug-2009 11.2 15% –9% 8%

Microsoft MSFT Technology $28.73 30-Jun-2009 13.5 17% –8% 18%

Monsanto MON Materials $76.79 23-Apr-2009 20.2 –25% –7% –6%

PMC Sierra PMCS Technology $8.60 30-Sept-2009 12.6 33% –8% –13%

Teva Pharmaceuticals+ TEVA (ADR) Health Care $59.87 31-Jul-2008 12.8 35% 1% 25%

Travelers TRV Financials $52.99 10-Jan-2007 9.0 –6% 2% 7%

Weatherford Internat.* WFT Energy $16.78 1-Feb-2010 19.8 50% – –

YUM! Brands YUM Consumer Discretionary $33.68 22-Jul-2009 13.9 11% –2% 3%

No longer recommended

AstraZeneca+ Health Care

HSBC+ Financials

Thermo Fisher Scientific+ Health Care

Total+ Energy
P/E = price to earnings on consensus forward 12 months estimates, EPS = earnings per share, 2010 estimates are consensus. 

Source: Bloomberg and UBS WMR, return data as of 29 Jan. 2010. Price, P/E, EPS data as of 22 Feb. 2010. For more information, please see most recent U.S. Top
25 Stock List.
Stocks which are only covered by UBS Investment Research are annotated as such with a “+” sign. These stocks have a 12-month rated Buy or Neutral recommen-
dation. UBS Investment Research is part of UBS Investment Bank (the UBS business group that includes, among others, UBS Securities LLC). 
* These stocks have been added as of the last UBS investor’s guide publication.

U.S. Top 25 Stock List

ADR Top List

Company Ticker Sector Price 
(22 Feb)

Honda Motor HMC Consumer Discret. $34.35

British American Tobacco BTI Consumer Staples $69.01

Nestle NSRGY Consumer Staples $48.63

BP BP Energy $54.30

Total TOT Energy $58.25

Yanzhou Coal Mining YZC Energy $20.71

Bank of Nova Scotia BNS Financials $45.94

Chine Life Insurance LFC Financials $66.42

HSBC HBC Financials $53.28

ING ING Financials $9.34

Lloyds Banking LYG Financials $3.16

Company Ticker Sector Price
(22 Feb)

AstraZeneca AZN Health Care $43.65

Mindray Medical MR Health Care $37.39

Teva Pharmaceutical TEVA Health Care $58.74

ABB ABB Industrials $19.78

ArcelorMittal MT Materials $39.38

BHP Billiton BHP Materials $74.94

Rio Tinto RTP Materials $213.30

ASML ASML Technology $31.80

SAP SAP Technology $44.50

China Unicom CHU Telecomm. $11.04

Telefonica TEF Telecomm. $70.94

For more information please see most recent ADR Top List. Source: Bloomberg and UBS WMR, as of 22 Feb. 2010.

Stocks are covered by UBS Investment Research. These stocks have a 12-month rated Buy or Neutral recommendation. 
UBS Investment Research is part of UBS Investment Bank. 

The WMR American Depositary Receipt
(ADR) Top List represents our best interna-
tional stock ideas. We combine top-down
analysis from our WMR equity strategy team
and bottom-up company analysis from UBS
Investment Research. In our view, there are
powerful forces that will drive emerging
market economic growth in the years ahead
and the list is heavily tilted towards captur-
ing that growth. Favorable structural earn-
ings growth prospects are coupled with still
fair valuations, which should benefit emerg-
ing market equities relative to global equi-
ties. Unlike their developed market counter-
parts, emerging market consumers have very
low levels of debt and a high savings rate,
suggesting there is significant scope for
increased levels of consumption. Consumer
spending on discretionary goods and services
tends to increase only when a certain level of

income is reached. Although per capita
incomes in emerging Asian countries are still
well below those in developed countries,
personal consumption growth rates are
much higher. Emerging market governments
are also promoting domestic consumption to
become less dependent on world trade, and
we expect that pent-up consumer demand
will begin to be unleashed. On the ADR Top
List, there are several companies well posi-
tioned to benefit from rising emerging mar-
ket consumption, including Honda Motor,
BAT, Nestle, AstraZeneca, Mindray Medical,
Teva, China Unicom and Telefonica.

For additional information, see Education
Note: Understanding ADRs, 29 Nov. 2007.
Joseph Anthony Sawe

Strategist, UBS Financial Services Inc.

joseph-anthony.sawe@ubs.com 
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Global risks in local context

We prefer China, Hong Kong, and Singa-
pore. We expect Malaysia, Korea and Thai-
land to underperform over the next 12
months relative to the overall Asia ex-Japan
equity market.

Market performance Asia ex-Japan

0 20 40 60 80 100
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MSCI ASIA EX-JAPAN
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India
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Source: Thomson Reuters

12-month rolling average
5 years annualized

in %

US

Japan

Other developed

UK

Eurozone

Emerging markets

Regional equity strategy

Sector Performance (local currency/USD, in %)
underweight neutral overweight mtd ytd 2009

3.8 0.1 28.3

–2.8 –1.0 6.4

–0.4 –5.1 34.4

–0.2 –5.0 43.4

–2.5 –10.0 32.8

0.1 –5.5 79.0
Total return indices in USD: Russell 3000, MSCI for non–US, as of 22 February 2010 Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide. See Scale for Investment Strategy in the Appendix for an explanation of the strategy.

– – – – – – n + ++ +++

Eurozone equities: Down and up
Eurozone equities suffered a setback in the
early part of February as Greek sovereign
issues took a stab at inves tor sentiment. It
was the first time since the March 2009 lows
that the equity market suffered a 10% plus
peak-to-trough decline. The medium-term
structure of the market remains positive. 

We remain positive for the next few
months as earnings and revenues remain
supportive. Not only have we seen, on bal-
ance, more positive surprises for the fourth
quarter. It also marked the turning point on
the revenue side. This is supportive for the
equity markets in the coming months. For
investors who seek to add to equities, we
would recommend applying a staggered
approach as sovereign debt issues and pol-
icy tightening could still provide some nega-
tive headwinds.
Tim Gorlé

Analyst, UBS AG

UK equities: The return to quality
The economic recovery is underway. Many
equity markets remain attractively valued, as
a strong corporate earnings season is con-
cluding. However, the macro-economic con-
cerns of late (e.g. sovereign debt issues;
China's lower lending growth; increased reg-
ulation), caused a recent correction in the
markets. This brings into focus some of the
still significant challenges to the recovery.
Further news around monetary policy nor-
malization, "exit strategies" by central banks
from their stimulus programs and rising
interest rates may create continued volatility
in the equity markets.

The strong performers in last year's equity
rally were the lower quality companies, many
of which had been priced for failure in the
depths of the recession.  In light of contin-
ued macro-economic uncertainties as this
year progresses, we expect higher quality
stocks to outperform. Many of these stocks
are trading at attractive valuations, with
more stable earnings and favorable dividend
yields.
Caroline Winckles

Analyst, UBS AG

Asian markets were not spared when global
equity markets corrected earlier this month.
The market jitters have been driven by a
combination of concerns about the exiting
strategies of central banks, stricter banking
regulation, and worries about sovereign
debt. Looking at the individual factors, we
believe that when assessing the prospects of
tighter banking regulation or issues to repay
sovereign debt, Asia's position is looking
decidedly brighter than those of the G3
economies. Asian banking systems have
weathered the global financial crisis relatively
well compared with their western peers and,
as a result, Asian banks remain generally well
capitalized. Of course, local regulators in
Asia are also revisiting their policies and
global trends will likely influence their assess-
ments, but the potential impact on the Asian
financial sectors seems to be very much lim-
ited. Also, when considering sovereign debt,
Asia appears well-positioned as its debt-to-
GDP ratios have declined considerably since
the Asian crisis, and remain generally at low
levels, and in most countries they are below

50%. Of course, budget deficits have also
increased in Asia as a result of declining rev-
enues and fiscal stimulus programs. How-
ever, in our view, the budgets deficits seem
manageable especially when compared with
the budget deficits we see in many G10
countries.

Central bank exit strategies, however, are
likely to have a more profound impact as the
increase in China's reserve requirement has
shown. However, as discussed in last
month's Investor's Guide, while material, the
impact on markets tends to be short-lived as
long as the economy continues to recover –
which is precisely what we expect. And in a
situation in which concerns about growth
and debt drive financial markets, the invest-
ment case for Asia, which enjoys  strong eco-
nomic fundamentals and superior growth,
remains very much valid, in our opinion.
Yves Bogni

Strategist, UBS AG
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S&P 500: Where we see things
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S&P 500 daily chart – A head-and-shoulders top?

A head-and-shoulders top is a technical chart
pattern that warns of distribution forces at
work.  However, confirmation via a neckline
breakdown validates this reversal pattern. The
Oct/Nov/Dec 2009 lows near 1020 – 1044
constitute the neckline.  A violation here con-
firms a distribution top and renders a down-
side target of 915 – 944.

Technical levels

S&P 500 DJIA NASDAQ 10–Yr. Treasury (%)

Support 1070 – 1080 10000 – 10100 2150 – 2200 3.50 – 3.55

1020 – 1030 9650 – 9850 2000 – 2100 3.05 – 3.10

Resistance 1105 – 1120 10500 – 10550 2320 – 2330 3.90 – 4.10

1150.41 10700 – 10750 2450 – 2500 4.30 – 4.44
Source: UBS WMR UBS WMR as of 22 February 2010 Source: Reuters and UBS WMR (prices as of 23 Feb 2010)

The 72.5% rally since the March 2009
bottom has resulted in an overbought
technical condition. Other flashing war -
ning signals point toward a matu ring
cyclical bull rally.  Mid-term election and
new-decade cycles point to a volatile
year, and the potential for a head-and-
shoulders top suggests traders and
investors should adhere to strict risk
management techniques.

Although we are not yet calling for a major
cyclical peak in the stock market, we are
beginning to see some chinks in the armor.
For example, the March/July 2009 uptrends
have been broken; the 30/50-day moving
averages are beginning to show signs of flat-
tening/rolling over; momentum indicators
(MACD) are putting in lower highs and lower
lows; early leadership areas (financials, tech-
nology, emerging markets and China) have
been losing some relative strength in recent
months; and the January 2009 negative out-

pattern was subsequently negated as the
markets quickly rallied higher.

That said, the rally seems to be a bit more
mature this time around as it has gained
72.5% since its March low.  As a result, we
believe the SPX is trading in an intermediate-
term overbought status and in need of some
form of consolidation in order to alleviate
this condition. Two ways to do this would be
through either a price correction or a period
of sideways trading (duration). The question
now becomes which one, if any, we are now
encountering.  At this point, we believe the
best approach to investing new money is to
wait and see what the market tape has to
say, since the tape does not lie.

So what are the charts telling us to keep
an eye on?  Given the recent sharp decline
of 9.21%, a technical oversold rally has
ensued and has tested the top of the supply
zone near 1,085–1,115, or possibly over-
reaching toward 1,130. A convincing move
higher negates the head-and-shoulders top
and sets a continuation of the rally into
motion. To the downside, several failed
attempts to clear this supply could result in
a more developed right shoulder. A violation
of neckline support of 1,020–1,044 validates
the head-and-shoulders top and renders a
downside target to 915–944.

side month – all are signs of distribution and
a maturing rally.  

Studies such as mid-term election and
decennial-year (start of a new decade) cycles
also suggest that equity markets could be in
for a volatile year. In fact, during these
cycles, the SPX has averaged an intra-year
correction of about 20%. Also, as the so-
called January Barometer says, as January
goes, so goes the rest of the year. The SPX
was down 3.7% this year; does that mean
2010 will be down for the year? Not neces-
sarily. In fact, even though this study tends
to be directionally biased, the last 24 down
January periods resulted in 13 down years
and 10 up years. This is hardly an over-
whelming statistic, but a well-known study
nonetheless. Lastly, a head-and-shoulders
top has been forming for the last five
months. In theory, this is a reversal chart
pattern with bearish implications. However,
this topping pattern first needs to be con-
firmed before calling for a more significant
correction. Looking back over the last year
or so, we saw two similar patterns develop
but fail to form the right shoulders, and the

The bottom line is that we continue to expect
pockets of volatility in the equity markets
throughout the year as decennial and mid-
term election cycle studies average intra-year
corrections of 20%–22%.  An overbought
status on the SPX also warns of some form
of consolidation. As stated above, whether
this consolidation is one of price or duration
is yet to be seen. The silver lining in all of this
is that the July/August 2009 breakout of a
head-and-shoulders bottom still renders an
upside target to 1,221 and to 1,350 in the
longer term.  We therefore believe there is
unfinished business to the upside, and a
price correction coinciding with mid-term
election cycle lows could prove an attractive
buying opportunity.
Peter Lee, Chief Technical Strategist

peter.lee@ubs.com

Jonathan Beck, Investment Strategist

jonathan.beck@ubs.com

UBS Financial Services, Inc.
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Below are excerpts from our US Equity Sector monthly reports which, along with
updates, are located in the Equity section of the Online Services Research website. 

Information Technology
Stocks down; IT budgets are going up
The IT sector is down 2.5% year to date, and
we attribute the sell-off to several reasons,
including: worries about China’s crackdown
on lending, the increasing likelihood of tight-
ening federal policy in the US and the inten-
sifying fears of a potential sub-prime-like con-
tagion from Southern European sovereign
debt (i.e., Portugal, Greece). President
Obama’s attack on banks and insurance com-
panies, an important customer segment for
technology vendors, did not help sentiment
either. Looking on a more micro level, tech
companies posted solid fourth-quarter results
courtesy of a robust year-end IT budget flush
from enterprises and the telecoms. A strong
push from retailers of consumer electronics
and solid PC sales helped as well. We like
large-cap software names. We encourage
investors to remain overweight the IT sector
and to take advantage of the recent pull-
back to incrementally add to positions.
Cesare Valeggia

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

cesare.valeggia@ubs.com

Consumer Staples
Positive view of Consumer Staples
We continue to view the US Consumer Sta-
ples sector’s relative valuation as attractive and
the fundamental outlook as favorable. We
recommend investors moderately overweight
the group in their portfolios. Our top picks
reflect our bias toward consumer packaged
goods companies with emerging markets
exposure and our view that leading brands are

Asset managers are typically the classic play
on rebounding financial markets and should
continue to enjoy asset appreciation and
inflows if the equity market continues to
move higher. Regulatory changes could pro-
vide challenges and opportunities (mostly
the former in 2010) for the exchanges.
Following several months of sector under-
perfomance, we are becoming more con-
structive on REIT equities. That said, we
strongly reiterate our "quality focus" thesis
with a clear bias toward well-capitalized
REITs with defensible, high-quality assets and
strong management teams. We continue to
believe that 2010 and 2011 will represent
the inflection point for CRE stress given the
maturity schedule for CRE and CMBS loans. 
Within the bank and diversified financial sec-
tors, we continue to favor the universal
banks that are more consumer-oriented,
have less commercial real estate exposure
and a more diverse earnings stream. It is our
view that consumer credit quality will
improve before commercial real estate. In
contrast, we have been more cautious on the
credit-impaired regional banks because of
their greater exposure to commercial real
estate (including construction). In addition,
the credit-impaired regional banks all con-
tinue to have TARP and will likely need to
raise additional common equity at some
point to repay it. Despite these concerns, we
are becoming selectively more positive on
the regional banks as overall credit trends
appear to be moderating.
Michael Dion, CFA

michael.dion@ubs.com

Dean Ungar, CFA

dean.ungar@ubs.com

Jonathan Woloshin, CFA

jonathan.woloshin@ubs.com

Analysts, UBS Financial Services Inc.

best poised to grow in developed and emerg-
ing markets. We look for companies with suc-
cessful productivity or cost savings initiatives
that can fund investments to drive future
growth. Taken together, these attributes
should contribute to a company’s ability to
post upside to earnings expectations. Other
important considerations include manage-
ment quality, financial flexibility, solid dividend
yields, and attractive valuation. Among con-
sumer packaged goods companies, we see
the most appealing opportunities in house-
hold products/cosmetics and beverage stocks,
reflecting their generally higher weighting in
international markets. Within food and drug
retail, we prefer the drug stores, where favor-
able demographics and new generic drugs
should drive sales and profit growth. For now,
we are on the sidelines in food retailing,
awaiting improved visibility around food
deflation and competitive pricing dynamics.
Sally Dessloch, Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

sally.dessloch@ubs.com

Financials
Recovery starting to take hold
Our insurance sector view is predicated upon
limited near-term downside due to low histor-
ical valuations, solid balance sheets and ade-
quate/excess capital positions, an improving
economy, and effective cost control initiatives.
Our favorites in the space (mostly life insurers)
are benefiting from many of these factors.
The companies we would avoid include those
that have typically grown more than peers,
but now face challenging headwinds that are
not fully reflected in their valuations.

Consumer Discretionary
Consumer keeps stepping closer to the plate
Year to date, the S&P Consumer Discre-
tionary index has risen 0.66% and outper-
formed the S&P 500 by 250 basis points
(bps). Generally, recent trends in the group
include modest improvements in consumer
spending and profit margin growth from
cost savings/sales leverage. A significant per-
centage of consumer discretionary compa-
nies reported earnings (88% have reported
to date) and 89% of the index beat consen-
sus estimates.

We maintain our moderate underweight
on the Consumer Discretionary Sector. Our
fundamental concerns, coupled with the
sector’s strong performance in 2009, make
the Consumer Discretionary sector less com-
pelling in 2010, in our view.

Within the sector, we prefer the Media
industry group (moderate overweight). The
other allocations include a neutral weight on
the Auto & Components industry group and
a moderate underweight for the Consumer
Services, Retailing and Consumer Durables &
Apparel industry groups.

Over the past month, multiple changes
were made to our company-specific ratings.
Please see our latest US Equity Consumer
Discretionary Sector Monthly (Consumer
keeps stepping closer to the plate, 12 Feb.
2010) and Sector Update (Several changes in
the homebuilder ratings, 18 Feb. 2010) for
further details.
George Lambertson

george.lambertson@ubs.com

Alexandra Mahoney

alexandra.mahoney@ubs.com

Jonathan Woloshin, CFA

jonathan.woloshin@ubs.com

Analysts, UBS Financial Services Inc.
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Healthcare
Reading fourth quarter tea leaves
Fourth-quarter reports were mostly in line or
better than expected. The 20% that disap-
pointed were from a mixed bag of health-
care subsectors, all related to company-spe-
cific fundamentals. A few important subsec-
tor trends appear to be emerging.

For managed care organizations
(MCOs), commercial insurance pricing
appears to be moderately positive and,
while commercial volumes continue to
wane, Medicare volume continues to grow
nicely; a mixed blessing for managed care.

In medical technology, some historical
growth markets appear to be slowing, most
importantly implantable defibrillators and
stents and possibly orthopedics implants
(hip and knee), though it may be too soon
to judge the latter because many proce-
dures were electively delayed until this year.

In pharmaceuticals, investors were
clearly not enamored with Pfizer’s decision
to spend some of its synergies (via the
Wyeth acquisition) in R&D and marketing,
negatively affecting the valuations of the
group, despite Merck’s intentions to still
deliver synergies to the bottom line (from
the Schering-Plough acquisition).

In all, healthcare stocks are still trading
at relatively low multiples but we believe
they are unlikely to see major P/E expansion
as the economy recovers and with the dark
cloud of healthcare reform once again on
the horizon. We remain neutral on the
healthcare sector.
Jerome Brimeyer

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

jerome.brimeyer@ubs.com

Utilities
The doldrums
The S&P 500 is essentially flat year to date
but the utility sector is down over 4.5%.
We believe continued weak power market
fundamentals are the culprit. Power prices
generally track natural gas prices. Weak
natural gas prices have dragged down
power prices and, as a result, power gener-
ator earnings estimates continue to drift
lower. 

The silver lining is that forward natural
gas prices are now generally lower than our
estimate of the long-run “normal” price, of
roughly USD 6.50. This suggests that gas
prices will ultimately reverse their slide. We
would become more encouraged if we saw
a slowdown in natural gas drilling activity,
suggesting that supply and demand is get-
ting into better balance.

Power prices have also been hurt by
the recession-induced decline in power
demand. We are seeing the beginnings of
the supply reductions needed to get the
market back into balance. Auctions will be
held in May that will give us a better sense
of the supply/demand balance for 2013/14.
This could be an important data point, but
for now there is nothing to suggest that
estimate revision trends will improve. In
conjunction with our generally pro-cyclical
outlook, we believe other sectors of the
market are poised for better performance.
We retain our Underweight rating.
David Lefkowitz

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

david.lefkowitz@ubs.com

Industrials

Will 4Q09 earnings season comments reveal
sales growth for 2010?
Third-quarter US Industrial sector earnings
results benefited from cost-savings meas-
ures, namely restructuring and lower tax
rates. With large amounts of capacity and
both fixed and variable costs removed from
the balance sheets and income statements
of Industrial sector companies, a modest lift
in sales driven by an economic recovery may
lead the sector to benefit from increased
operating leverage and expanding profit
margins—supportive of Industrial equities
and their earnings multiples.

While sales seem to be the most recent
focus of investor concerns, a common
theme running across many companies
within the Industrial sector was the
improvement in short-cycle trends and con-
tinued weakness in long-cycle businesses.
We continue to believe companies with
high conversion ratios of free cash flow to
net income will be advantaged on several
fronts in the upturn of the business cycle.
The most important advantage, in our view,
may be the ability of Industrial companies
to harness their free cash flow to make
acquisitions, drive superior sales and earn-
ings growth and gain market share at the
expense of competitors. With trough earn-
ings likely reached during the past twelve-
month period, we expect merger and acqui-
sition activity to accelerate thanks in large
part to the availability of low-interest rate
financing. On the flip side, we expect com-
panies to also continue to divest non-core
assets.
Andrew Sutphin

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

andrew.sutphin@ubs.com

Energy
An upcycle in oil services is approaching 
We continue to favor oil-oriented names in
the energy sector, and our estimate for oil
prices to average USD 85/bbl in 2010 is
unchanged. The companies on our
Outperform list are best-positioned to ben-
efit from stronger oil prices, in our opinion.
Contrarily, we believe performance by natu-
ral gas-oriented producers and service
providers may be hampered by an oversup-
plied North America natural gas market and
weaker gas prices. We forecast North
America natural gas prices to average USD
5.10/mcf in 2010. 

Of the energy sub-sectors, we believe
the oil services companies and drillers offer
the best risk/reward at this time. Increased
oil and gas exploration and development
activity by the producers should boost rev-
enues and margins. We expect an 11%
increase in worldwide exploration and
development spending this year. 

For the services companies and drillers,
we see the next upcycle becoming most evi-
dent in 2H 2010. For producers — E&P’s
and Integrated Oils — a tightening of the
global oil and gas supply/demand balance
will be the next catalyst for sustained higher
oil prices, in our view. In refining, we see a
prolonged downcycle primarily due to the
extraordinary amount of excess refining
capacity that resulted from the prolonged
upcycle of 2004–2008. 
Nicole Decker

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

nicole.decker@ubs.com
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This chart shows the growth in US Treasury
marketable debt outstanding, which excludes
an additional 4.5tn in intragovernmental
holdings. As debt levels have risen, non-US
investors have become a proportionally larger
source of demand.

Foreign investors are a major source of demand
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Higher yields shape our outlook 
In the short run, we believe Treasuries could
benefit on flight-to-quality flows into dollar-
denominated assets stemming from sover-
eign debt fears in Europe. Longer term,
though, the US faces formidable challenges
that are likely to push yields in the opposite
direction. The budget deficit jumped from
USD 454 billion in fiscal year 2008 to USD
1.4 trillion in fiscal year 2009, as a result of
increased spending and falling tax receipts
due to the recession. Furthermore, while UBS
economists expect the deficit to fall this year,
the US could be facing trillion dollar deficits
for the foreseeable future. Deficits of this
magnitude put the US on a path that is
incompatible with a AAA credit rating. While
the credit rating agencies have indicated that
a downgrade is unlikely in the near term,
they have clearly stated their concerns in the
medium term. 

Against this unfavorable fiscal backdrop,
we believe Treasury yields will be biased
higher. To finance the on-going budget
deficits, Treasury supply is expected to be
heavy again this year. On the demand side,
we are concerned about the willingness of

foreign investors, who own approximately
half of the outstanding Treasury supply, to
purchase large amounts of Treasury securi-
ties. Putting it all together, we expect Treas-
ury yields to rise over the course of 2010.  

This outlook influences our bond market
recommendations in two main ways. First,
we recommend investors maintain a short
duration (1 year below benchmark). Second,
we continue to favor credit related segments
of the market (Investment Grade Bonds,
High-yield Bonds, and preferred securities)
over government related segments (Trea-
suries, Agencies, Mortgages, and Treasury
Inflation-Protected Securities). Although
credit spreads have recovered at a rapid
pace, further modest improvement could
help to partially absorb the price impact from
rising rates.
Barry McAlinden, CFA

Strategist, UBS Financial Services Inc.

barry.mcalinden@ubs.com

Telecommunications
Tower stocks can outperform
We have an Underweight on the telecom-
munications sector. Our economists’ fore-
cast of a growing economic recovery in
2010 supports our Underweight view on
the sector. While we believe valuations are
not demanding and that the largest tele-
com service companies have sound business
models and sustainable dividends, we
expect companies more exposed to cyclical
or secular growth to outperform in the cur-
rent environment. We believe sectors more
exposed to a growing economy (e.g.,
Materials) will outperform those that are
less exposed and more defensive (e.g.,
Telecom).

Within the telecom sector we prefer
the wireless tower subsector. This reflects
tower operators’ favorable exposure to
mass adoption of smartphones, notebooks,
and e-readers; surging data usage; the need
for increasing network capacity; and conse-
quent increasing tower lease revenues.
Barriers to entry for these companies are
very high because municipalities do not
want new towers in their communities.
Revenue visibility for the tower companies is
high because a substantial majority of rev-
enues is tied to 5-to 10-year contracts, and
contracts have 3–5% rent escalators.
George Lambertson

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

george.lambertson@ubs.com

Materials
On the path to further outperformance
Better-than-expected 3Q09 earnings results
continued to positively impact the Materials
sector during the last months of 2009 as
investors look for further improvement dur-
ing the 4Q09 earnings season. While the
debate continues on whether all the sub-
sectors are past the worst in terms of their
respective sales and earnings, we believe a
sequential improvement in quarterly results
in 2010 will become increasingly evident as
the year progresses. Several leading eco-
nomic indicators are already pointing
toward expanding activity.

To cope with the economic mayhem
that unraveled in late 2008 and ran through
most of 2009, companies responded with
initiatives aimed at reducing their fixed and
variable costs in an effort to align their asset
bases with rapidly declining demand. In our
view, companies in the Materials sector are
now more agile, leaner and well positioned
to take advantage of the potential improve-
ment in demand in the near- to medium-
term. We believe further increases in both
revenues and margins will drive the sector’s
performance in the coming quarters.

The emerging markets have re -
bounded strongly and North America has
also begun to expand. We expect Europe to
be the last to recover as the signs of stabi-
lization and a modest expansion have only
recently appeared.
Andrew Sutphin

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

andrew.sutphin@ubs.com
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It is not just the sheer amount that counts

Sector Performance (local currency/USD, in %)
underweight neutral overweight mtd ytd 2009

–2.6 –4.8 10.4

–5.4 –4.8 16.0

–0.5 1.0 5.9

–1.5 1.1 –1.5
Total return indices in USD: Barclays Capital, as of 22 February 2010 Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide. See Scale for Investment Strategy in the Appendix for an explanation of the
strategy.

Regional bond strategy
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In many markets yields have spread tightly
between 4% and 5%, while government
debt has varied widely between 45% and
120%. Also, the yields in Japan and Australia
are hardly justified by the debt levels. The text
explains what other factors need to be con-
sidered.
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Rising government debt is a threat for
bond investors. However, yields in
individual countries also depend on the
government’s financing alternatives
and the reliability of financing sources

Investors are increasingly worrying about the
creditworthiness of government bonds as
debt levels rise sharply. However, the level of
gross debt is an imperfect indicator of
default and inflation risk. To start with, gov-
ernments may have different financing alter-
natives available to them. 

Financing alternatives
Governments may own tangible assets that
could be sold to bridge a short-term financ-
ing gap. Norway is in the most comfortable
situation here. While gross debt is indicated
by the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD) to be about
60%, the country actually owns net assets
worth about 140% of GDP if one takes into
consideration the government pension fund

that manages wealth produced by the petro-
leum industry. In Japan the difference
between gross and net debt is about 100%,
largely a reflection of its huge currency
reserves. 

In addition, governments may have the
option to raise taxes. For example, the US
and UK collect taxes worth about 30% of
GDP; this compares to 40% in continental
Europe. So it seems that the scope for addi-
tional tax financing could be larger in the for-
mer countries than in Continental Europe,
assuming the risk of political conflict is about
the same. Central banks, where not inde-
pendent, can be another source of financing
if they buy government bonds. However, as
a consequence, money supply and inflation
are likely to increase in the medium term. 

Reliability of financing sources
Finally, the source of financing is important
for the yield level. If foreigners are needed to
bridge the financing gap, yields generally
tend to be higher. This applies not only to the
nominal yields shown in the chart, but also

to real yields, i.e., the return investors receive
after subtracting inflation. The most promi-
nent cases in this respect are Australia and
New Zealand (represented by the two dots
in the upper left corner of the chart). Both
markets have relatively high yields, while
debt is very low. However, as their current
account balances are deeply negative, both
markets need to offer a premium to attract
sufficient foreign investors. Japan is at the
other extreme: while debt is expected to
approach 200% of GDP next year, the cur-
rent account is (similar to Switzerland) in sur-
plus, indicating that Japan can easily finance
its public deficit. As a consequence, yields
have remained very low in nominal terms
and about average in real terms compared to
other countries. 

Conclusion for the markets
We expect increasing pressure in the euro
zone to consolidate fiscal policy and think
that the ECB will allow less inflation than its
UK and US counterparts. There the focus
will be more on growth, even if it comes
with somewhat higher inflation. Therefore
we expect yields in the British pound and the

US dollar to increase more over the next
couple of years. Also (real) yields are still rel-
atively lower than in the euro zone. The Aus-
tralian dollar, on the other hand, offers
attractive investment opportunities, from
our point of view.
Achim Peijan

Strategist, UBS AG
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The long, slow road to recovery

US fixed income strategy

Sector Performance (local currency/USD, in %)
underweight neutral overweight mtd ytd 2009
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Total return indices in USD: BAS/Merrill Lynch as of 22 February 2010 Source: UBS WMR, as of 25 February 2010

For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide. See Scale for Investment Strategy in the Appendix for an explanation of the strategy.
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Emerging Market

Politics and cliffs
front, banks generally showed higher levels
of securities portfolios as many anticipate
that minimum liquidity requirements may be
part of the new global banking require-
ments. Capital levels remain adequate when
measured from both a Tier 1 and Tier 1 com-
mon level, providing bond and preferred
holders comfort that there is enough of a
capital cushion to absorb further loan losses
and avoid a systemic relapse. 

Despite regulatory uncertainties, we think
that current spread levels are factoring in the
potential for lower credit ratings. We con-
tinue to see value within certain bank and
broker bonds based on current valuations.
From a credit perspective, we are also com-
fortable moving down the capital structure
into their trust and perpetual preferred secu-
rities in certain cases. 
Barry McAlinden, CFA

barry.mcalinden@ubs.com

Michael Tagliaferro, CFA

michael.tagliaferro@ubs.com

Analysts, UBS Financial Services Inc.

The Obama administration wants to
revive the healthcare debate, and
managed care providers could suffer
the most. Patent cliff is a major issue
for big pharma.

Despite the Democratic Party’s massive set-
back in Massachusetts, the issue of health-
care reform has not gone away. As evi-
denced by recent correspondence between
WellPoint and the US Department of Health
and Human Services on certain individual-
market rate hikes in California, the Obama
administration has taken the initiative, and is
looking to revive the debate. On 22 Febru-
ary, the White House released a proposal that
is expected to serve as a basis for discussions
at the 25 February summit between Democ-
rats and Republicans. How much progress
will both parties be able to achieve remains
uncertain, although we still expect some
kind of legislation. Whether it deserves to be
labeled reform or not is a different matter. At
this stage, the Senate’s version seems the
worst case scenario.

Managed care providers appear as the
sub-group most likely to be affected via the
probable provisions, which may result in
higher medical-related costs, caps on price or
rate hikes, and restrictions on rejecting cov-
erage due to pre-existing conditions. Besides
a likely new framework, managed care
providers will also have to deal with rising
COBRA-related costs due to high unemploy-
ment.

Drug producers will have to deal with
their own set of issues. Big pharma in partic-
ular, will be confronted with material patent
expirations, a.k.a. patent cliff, by 2013. This

issue potentially compromises a substantial
portion of revenues, although the magni-
tude depends on the degree of product
diversification for each specific drug maker.
It remains to be seen if the strategy of recent
years to boost product pipeline via mega
mergers and acquisitions will yield the
desired results or not. 

Despite limited visibility in pharma/health-
care, in our view, major sector companies still
boast some of the strongest fundamentals
and highest credit ratings within the asset
class.
Donald McLauchlan

Analyst, UBS Financial Services Inc.

donald.mclauchlan@ubs.com

The bank and broker sector comprises
roughly 24% of the investment grade bond
market and 50% of the USD preferred secu-
rities market. For the companies in this sec-
tor, the operating environment remains chal-
lenging. Although the economy is slowly
improving, unemployment remains high and
loan losses continue to be a drag on per-
formance. Banks and brokers recently
announced 4Q09 earnings, and these head-
winds remain evident. High levels of credit
provisioning continue to pressure earnings,
particularly for certain regional banks with
less diversified revenue exposure.

Despite the credit challenges that pose a
drag to profitability, two of the most impor-
tant metrics for credit investors – liquidity
and capital – showed adequate levels during
4Q09 earnings releases. On the liquidity

Credit Sector reports and our Corporate Bond/Preferred
Security Valuation Reports are located in the Credit sec-
tion of the Online Services Research website.
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Better medium- than short-term outlook on Euro

We shift our forecasts for the major
currencies as global risk aversion and
in particular worries about Greece
have hit markets in a way that we did
not expect.

While the signals of global economic recov-
ery are as strong as we had expected when
we changed our major forecasts on 31 Octo-
ber, we were unable to foresee the increase
in worries about European finances. The
long-term USD weakness certainly remains a
central part of our view, but, for the time
being, we recommend closing USD short
positions and wait to re-enter them as soon
as the current momentum loses strength.
We have set the three-month forecast for
EURUSD close to the current spot at 1.35,
since we expect a stabilization of the Euro-
pean situation over the next three months.
We would, however, warn that until then the
market could prove quite unstable. At pres-
ent, we see a possibility that risk aversion
could even lead to tests of the 2009 lows of
1.24 in EURUSD. Later, we expect EURUSD

to recover again towards 1.42 in six months
and 1.53 in 12 months.

Currency implication of Greece
One key reason for the relative strength of
the euro in the last years has been the
greater trust in European institutions to
enforce fiscal prudence and low-inflation
policies. Clearly, if Greece‘s problems are
dealt with in a way that does not compro-
mise trust in the euro, the single currency will
eventually resume its strength. However, if
the handling of the debt problem in Greece
inflicts damage on the credibility of the EU
institutions or undermines the independence
of the ECB, this would call for a weaker euro
in the future. 

We do not expect that Greece will
undergo any kind of debt restructuring or
even default further out in the future. How-
ever, if that should happen, it would of
course hurt the currency, at least initially, as
markets have become concerned about the
integrity of the currency area. If the Eurozone
remains intact without Greece or other
“weak” members, this would likely be seen
as positive for the currency in the long term.

Our strategy now is to unwind euro exposure
as much as reasonable during the period of
Greece‘s upcoming bond issuance, i.e., over
the next few months. We are looking to re-
enter euro positions as soon as the refinanc-
ing is over, because we think overcoming
this hurdle will support the currency. 

Fiscal positions and the currency value
The OECD calculates forecasts for the fiscal
deficits of its member countries. According
to these calculations, the US deficit relative
to GDP will, for this year and the following
two years, be 3–4% higher than the Euro-
pean deficits. This deficit difference is mean-
ingful, in our view. A long-term comparison
between the US and the EU’s relative debt
positions shows that the long-term
exchange rate is quite sensitive to deficit
trends. In the late 1990s, the US posted sur-
pluses for a couple of years and the fiscal
position was quite strong in relation to the
Eurozone. During this time the USD was rel-
atively strong. Since then, the fiscal position
and the USD have deteriorated. We had just
one brief period in which the USD strength-
ened slightly, but this was during the recent
financial crisis, as repatriation flows sup-
ported the greenback. 

Taking the above as an example, we see
two situations lending the USD a more
meaningful support. One is in the case of
another global crisis, leading to renewed risk
aversion and repatriation. The other would
be in reaction to consolidation of the US fis-
cal position, which would reduce the financ-
ing needs of the US. However, this seems
unlikely for the coming years, and for this
reason we keep our longer-term bearish case
for the USD.
Thomas Flury

Analyst, UBS AG

A long-term comparison between the US’s
and the EU’s relative debt positions shows
that the exchange rate reacts rather sensi-
tively to long-term deficit trends. 

US and European deficits drive EURUSD
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US deficit higher than EMU deficit

EMU deficit higher than US deficit

US-Eurozone budged deficit to GDP (lhs)
EURUSD (rhs)

Spot 3 M1 6 M1 12 M1 PPP2

USD

EURUSD 1.3644 1.35 1.42 1.53 1.25

GBPUSD 1.5462 1.58 1.62 1.70 1.68

USDJPY 90.97 92 97 105 89

USDCAD 1.0417 1.05 1.03 1.00 1.05
1 UBS WMR Forecast   2 Purchasing Power Parity   
Sources: Thomson Reuters, UBS WMR

Exchange rate forecasts
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Currencies · Outlook

Euro per US dollar (EURUSD)

US dollar per Japanese yen (USDJPY)

Can inflation really eat up debt?

What’s on your mind?
Ask the expert at: ask–ig@ubs.com

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS WMR
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Australian dollar per US dollar (AUDUSD)
The pair temporarily dipped below 0.86, the low-
est in four months, on strong risk reduction due
to European fiscal worries. It has since recovered
in line with improving risk appetite. The near-
term jitters will remain, in our view, making cur-
rent levels attractive for establishing long
AUD positions.

The next couple of months will not be easy for
the euro. Bond issuance by Greece, Spain and core
Europe will potentially weigh on the common cur-
rency. However, the longer-term outlook remains
negative for the USD, as foreign central banks
have accumulated increasing quantities over
recent weeks.

Japan‘s 4Q09 GDP confirmed a firm recovery in
the manufacturing and external sectors. The
domestic economy continues to waver and defla-
tion has only worsened. The Bank of Japan vowed
to keep its loose policy for longer, which should
cap any strength from risk aversion in the short
term.

Dear Andreas, 
Many pundits say that one way to
reduce public debt, and overall debt
generally, is by creating inflation. Is
this really possible? Won’t interest
rates just increase by the amount of
the inflation rate, increasing the cost
of servicing the debt too?

A client from Solothurn, Switzerland

To analyze the impact of inflation on debt,
one needs to differentiate between two
types of inflation: expected and unexpected.
If inflation is expected, then you are right:
market participants will ask for higher inter-
est rates, which will take into account infla-
tion expectations. With higher interest rates,
the debt service cost will increase by at least
the amount needed to compensate for the
loss of purchasing power on the principal.
However, this will only occur on newly raised
debt. Investors who held debt before infla-
tion expectations adapted to the new infla-
tion environment will be locked in to low
interest rates which do not compensate for
the inflation increase. If they sell those low
yielding bonds, then they will lose money on
the principal. This actually leads to unex-
pected inflation, which will always hurt cred-
itors while helping debtors.

The fact that inflation can redistribute
purchasing power from creditors to debtors
is a strong incentive for an indebted govern-
ment to inflate itself out of debt or monetize
the debt, i.e., to pay back the debt with
freshly printed money. This is why, in many
countries around the globe, monetary

authority is today in the hands of an “inde-
pendent” central bank, with a clear mandate
to keep inflation under control. 

That said, US economists Thomas Sargent
and Neil Wallace showed in 1981 in a widely
cited paper entitled “Some unpleasant mon-
etarist arithmetic” that even an independent
central bank does not guarantee an infla-
tion-free environment and that government
debt can still cause inflation. In a recent mon-
umental study, “This time it’s different”, US
economists Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth
Rogoff empirically investigated  the relation-
ship between government debt and infla-
tion. Their conclusion was ambiguous. They
could only find a statistically significant pos-
itive correlation between inflation and gov-
ernment debt in emerging markets, not in
developed countries.

In fact, if a government would like to
completely reduce its debt through inflation,
it would need to achieve very high inflation
rates or even hyperinflation (double-digit
monthly inflation rates), which in turn would
dislocate the economic environment. Thus,
the remedy to get rid of debt could be ulti-
mately worse for the government than the
debt itself.
Andreas Hoefert

Chief Economist, UBS AG

We expect GBPUSD to be shaky in the short term
due to the downside risk of further quantitative
easing by the Bank of England (BoE). The risk of a
hung Parliament (with no overall majority party) at
the May election and the continued fiscal instabil-
ity could also weigh on the pound. In the long
term, we expect the USD to weaken from US struc-
tural problems.
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Investors' newfound love of precious metals 
will be tested

Commodities · Spotlight Outlook · Commodities

Crude Oil

Gold

Silver

Coffee

24.02.2010 Forecast Forecast

USD/bbl 71.4 3 months 9–12 months� �

24.02.2010 Forecast Forecast

USD/oz 1066 3 months 9–12 months� �

24.02.2010 Forecast Forecast

USD/oz 15.17 3 months 9–12 months��

24.02.2010 Forecast Forecast

USD/lb 128.8 3 months 9–12 months ��
Coffee has been off the radar for most
investors. The performance in 2009 lagged
behind most other commodities. Further-
more, in recent years coffee returns have
been disappointing when roll costs are con-
sidered. However, coffee prices and invento-
ries have now reached a point where we

could see a 30% price spike over the coming
12 months. If Brazil’s crop runs short of mar-
ket expectations, we expect the market will
focus on very low producer inventories and
falling inventories at exchange warehouses.

The recent strength in crude oil prices has a
solid base and is likely to continue, in our
view. We see emerging markets as the
source of incremental demand in the future.
The story is not new, but the latest figures
from China underpin this outlook. China’s oil

production should peak at around 4 mbpd,
which favors higher crude oil imports. Saudi
Arabia’s exports to China already surpass the
volume shipped to the US. China alone
should account for almost 40% of global
incremental demand (+0.65 mbpd) in 2010.

From a technical perspective, the gold pic-
ture has improved substantially. The price
consolidation since early December 2009 has
come to a halt. Despite this positive back-
drop, the price increase is likely to be grad-
ual. The IMF gold sales could weigh on prices

in the short run, though it should not reverse
the expected uptrend in prices. We still
believe the market runs the risk of undersup-
ply in the coming two years. Our nine- to 
12-month forecast stands at USD 1,250/oz.

We expect the gold/silver ratio to reach 80.
At present the ratio stands at 68.7. Despite
improved macroeconomic conditions in 1H
2010, silver supply should remain ample and
keep the fabrication balance oversupplied.
This surplus is unlikely to be snapped up by

final demand, which limits the appreciation
potential for silver. Silver should therefore
lag in performance compared to gold. That
said, price dips below USD 15/oz – toward
USD 14/oz – can be used to build up long
positions, in our view.

Arrows indicate whether the commodity is expected to strengthen, weaken or trend sideways.

Precious metals enjoyed a strong
investment demand in 2009. This year,
we expect these inflows to slow as
investors keep close track of the per-
formance of their existing metal
investments to see if they will live up
to their return expectations.

Economic uncertainty, financial market wor-
ries, ballooning central bank balance sheets,
soaring government debt levels and a sliding
USD produced a tidal wave of inflows into
precious metals. Investment demand for
gold reached almost 1,300 tons in 2010, up
by almost 100% from 2007. Silver, platinum
and palladium also enjoyed heightened mar-
ket interest. Financial investors increased
their commitment in silver also by around
100% from 2007, and in platinum and pal-
ladium by at least 150%. Though investors
bought precious metals for all kinds of rea-
sons, return expectations rose across the
board. Thus, some investors could be disap-
pointed as the stories and risks differ
strongly.

Central banks to become net buyers of
gold again
A solid economic outlook for emerging
economies plays a vital role for gold. Sub-
dued growth in Asia would keep jewelry
demand in the doldrums. But specific to gold
is our view that central banks could become
net buyers of the metal after years of being
net sellers. We therefore feel comfortable
that gold will move above USD 1,250/oz in

2010. Though gold for us remains a key
anchor for prices of all other precious met-
als, silver should fall behind, and we think
the gold-to-silver price ratio could reach 80.
Higher mining activity forming secondary
supply should keep the silver market well
supplied in 2010. With its stronger gearing
toward industrial activity, we think silver's
risk-return characteristics remain inferior to
gold's. Over the last three years, silver
investors enjoyed only volatility but no mean-
ingful uptrend in the price. 

The ties of platinum and palladium to indus-
trial demand are even higher. Though invest-
ment demand has become a vital driver in
recent quarters, investors should not be
fooled about the sustainability of these
inflows. Investment and jewelry demand in
platinum and palladium picked up because
of their relative attractiveness to gold. With
the platinum-to-gold ratio reaching parity at
the end of 2008, investors associated plat-
inum with gold, including a free call option
on economic growth. At a ratio of 1.4 to 1.5
currently, the call option comes at a price
again. Though the structural price outlook
remains positive for platinum, its strong
2009 performance is unlikely to be repeated
in 2010. We expect the average price for
platinum to be around USD 1,650/oz this
year. Palladium, on the other hand, should
witness flat to negative returns. Even in the
case of a positive performance, investors’
compensation for the risks taken is likely to
be poor, in our view.
Dominic Schnider

Analyst, UBS AG
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Three reasons why we like emerging market bonds

Emerging Markets · Spotlight Outlook · Emerging Markets

Investors should be aware that Emerging Market assets are subject to, amongst others, potential risks linked to currency volatility, abrupt changes
in the cost of capital and the economic growth outlook, as well as regulatory and socio–political risk, interest rate risk and higher credit risk. Assets
can sometimes be very illiquid and liquidity conditions can abruptly worsen. WMR generally recommends only those securities it believes have been
registered under Federal U.S. registration rules (Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934) and individual State registration rules (commonly
known as “Blue Sky” laws). Prospective investors should be aware that to the extent permitted under US law, WMR may from time to time recom-
mend bonds that are not registered under US or State securities laws. These bonds may be issued in jurisdictions where the level of required disclo-
sures to be made by issuers is not as frequent or complete as that required by US laws.
For more background see the WMR Education Notes, “Investing in Emerging Markets (Part 1): Equities,” 27 August 2007, “Emerging Market Bonds:
Understanding Emerging Market Bonds,” 12 August 2009 and “Emerging Markets Bonds: Understanding Sovereign Risk,” 17 December 2009.
Clients interested in gaining exposure to emerging markets sovereign USD bonds may either buy a diversified fund of such bonds (preferably an
actively managed portfolio of such bonds), or they may wish to select bonds from specific countries.
Investors interested in holding bonds for a longer period are advised to select the bonds of those sovereigns with the highest credit ratings (in the
investment–grade band). Such an approach should minimize the risk that an investor could end up holding bonds on which the sovereign has
defaulted. Sub–investment grade bonds are recommended only for clients that have a higher risk profile and who seek to hold higher yielding bonds
for only shorter periods. 

Brazil

Russia

India

China

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) joined its Chinese
counterpart in January and started to signal tighter
monetary conditions. The RBI increased banks’
cash reserve ratio by 75bp while also raising its
growth and inflation forecasts. Indeed, inflation
has increased further, reaching 8.6% in January,
while food prices are up even more, causing social

discomfort. We expect inflation to peak some time
in the third quarter. While a tightening through
higher interest rates would have been more effec-
tive in our view, we believe political forces prevent
this move. We expect the RBI to raise rates in the
coming months, probably before its next regular
meeting in April.

As China enters the year of the tiger, data flow
continues to be strong. Unsurprisingly, bank lend-
ing soared to RMB 1.4tn in January, suggesting
that credit remains very supportive of economic
activity. This triggered a second hike within weeks
in banks’ reserve requirements. January inflation,
however, was tamer than expected, temporarily

easing fears of overheating in China. We believe
authorities will have to tighten monetary condi-
tions more significantly in the weeks and months
ahead. This could happen not only through a fur-
ther increase in reserve requirements but also a
first interest rate hike in the second quarter.

Brazil’s economic recovery is well on track, as the
latest data show, and we believe the country con-
tinues to lead the economic recovery in the region.
This is partly due to Brazil’s supportive fiscal policy
in the run-up to the presidential elections in Octo-
ber. With the economy rebounding strongly and
food and energy prices causing headline inflation

to rise over the coming months, we also expect
Brazil to be the first country in the region to hike
rates, possibly as early as March 2010.

Russia looks forward to a recovery story in 2010
after a sharp economic contraction in its real GDP
last year. Receding inflationary pressures give the
central bank room for additional rate cuts, thereby
stimulating the recovery. The economic rebound
should be underpinned by a number of additional
factors, such as rising commodity prices, the

delayed impact of the government’s large fiscal
stimulus package, and much lower public debt
than in most other countries.

Concerns about the dire fiscal situation
in Greece and other European econo -
mies have led to a correction in emer -
ging market asset prices. Despite in -
creased risk aversion, we think various
factors speak in favor of holding a diver-
sified basket of emerging market bonds.

Healthier fiscal balance sheets
A sovereign’s fiscal sustainability is a key
driver of bond spreads, i.e., the difference in
yields over US Treasury bonds. Within the
emerging market universe, indebtedness and
fiscal deficits tend to be highest in central and
eastern Europe. It is therefore not surprising
that bonds issued by countries from these
regions were generally hit the hardest during
the recent market correction. However,
expected debt-to-GDP ratios and deficits for
2010 in these countries are considerably
lower than in Greece, Ireland, Italy or Portu-
gal.

Supported by higher growth
The International Monetary Fund expects
that, over the next five years, central and
eastern Europe and Latin America will on

average grow more than one percentage
point faster than the developed world. For
emerging Asia, growth is expected to be
more than six percentage points higher. This
improves the credit profiles of these coun-
tries as it will generally widen government
tax bases.

Higher saving rates
Domestic saving rates tend to be higher in
emerging markets than in developed ones.
This is crucial for a country’s medium-term
ability to absorb higher fiscal deficits.
Greece‘s savings rate is roughly 10% of GDP.
With an expected fiscal deficit of 10%, the
entire 2010 savings will be soaked up. This
leads to higher interest rates, which weighs
on the country’s growth prospects.

Favor diversification, tolerate volatility
Summing up, we think that in the current
environment bouts of weakness in emerging
market asset prices represent buying oppor-
tunities for investors looking to build up
diversified exposure to emerging markets.
However, emerging market bonds are likely
to stay more volatile in the coming months,
not least until a solution for Greece is found.
Michael Bolliger, Analyst, UBS AG
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Market Scenarios Appendix

Analysts provide a relative rating, which is based on the stock’s total return potential against the total estimated return of the
appropriate sector benchmark over the next 12 months.

Industry Sector Relative Stock View 

Outperform (OUT) Expected to outperform the sector benchmark over the next 12 months.
Marketperform (MKT) Expected to perform in line with the sector benchmark over the next 12 months.
Underperform (UND) Expected to underperform the sector benchmark over the next 12 months.
Under review: Upon special events that require further analysis, the stock rating may be flagged as “Under review” by the
analyst. 
Suspended: If data is not valid anymore, the stock rating may be flagged as “Suspended” by the analyst.
Restricted: Issuing of research on a company by WMR can be restricted due to legal, regulatory, contractual or best
business–practice obligations which are normally caused by UBS Investment Bank's involvement in an investment banking trans-
action in regard to the concerned company.

Stock Recommendation System

Analyst Certification
Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in whole or in part, certifies that with
respect to each security or issuer that the analyst covered in this report: (1) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or
her personal views about those securities or issuers; and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or
indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the research report. 
For a complete set of Required Disclosures relating to the companies that are the subject of this report, please mail a request
to UBS Wealth Management Research Business Management, 1285 Avenue of the Americas, 13th Floor, New York, NY
10019.

Required disclosures

Statement of risk
Stock and bond market returns are difficult to forecast because of fluctuations in the economy, investors psychology, geopolitical
conditions and other important variables.

Scale for Investment Strategy charts

Symbol Description/ Symbol Description/
Definition Definition

+ moderate – moderate
overweight vs. underweight vs.

benchmark benchmark

++ overweight vs. – – underweight vs.
benchmark benchmark

+++ strong – – – strong
overweight vs. underweight vs.

benchmark benchmark

n neutral, i.e.,
on benchmark

Source: UBS WMR

The overweight and underweight recommendations represent tactical deviations that can be applied to any appropriate benchmark
portfolio allocation. They reflect WMR’s short– to medium–term assessment of market opportunities and risks in the respective asset
classes and market segments. The benchmark allocation is not specified here. It should be chosen in line with the risk profile of the
investor. 
Note that the Regional Equity and Bond Strategy is provided on an unhedged basis (i.e., it is assumed that investors carry the underly-
ing currency risk of such investments). Thus, the deviations from the benchmark reflect our views of the underlying equity and bond
markets in combination with our assessment of the associated currencies. The two bar charts (“Regional equity strategy” and “Regional
bond strategy”) represent the relative attractiveness of countries (including the currency outlook) within a pure equity and pure fixed
income portfolio, respectively.
For more information, please read the most recent US Investment Strategy Guide.

Sector bellwethers, or stocks that are of high importance
or relevance to the sector, that are not placed on either
the outperform or underperform list (i.e., are not
expected to either outperform or underperform the sec-
tor benchmark) will be classified as marketperform.
Additionally, when stocks that are not deemed to be of
high importance or relevance to the sector are not
expected to outperform or underperform the sector
benchmark, they will simply be removed from the lists
and will not be assigned a WMR rating.

In the table below, we discuss four potential market scenarios for the 12–month
horizon and assign a probability to each. 

Base Case Scenario

Moderate
Recovery

60%

• Policy measures merely provide a temporary
boost to demand but their effect then fades
away before the self-healing forces in the econ-
omy take hold. 

• Tighter credit conditions and deflationary forces
take the upper hand, leading consumer and
investment demand to plummet once again.

• Falling commodity prices and a rise in excess
capacities lead to deflation expectations, exacer-
bating the decline in aggregate demand.

• Rising commodity prices set an inflationary
process in motion and contribute to choking
the emerging recovery.

• The combination of rising price levels and weak
growth prospects pose significant challenges to
most financial assets. 

• Higher inflation expectations become en -
trenched.

• The strong policy impulse continues to filter
through the economic and financial system.

• The economy snaps back to its longer growth
average surprisingly quickly, driven by a surge
in investment spending, inventory build-up and
a recovering consumer.

• Commodity prices rise moderately without
derailing the recovery.

• The global economy remains on expansion
course.

• The recovery is slow and protracted because of
deleveraging pressures on the consumer and
the financial sector.

• However, government expenditures and a pick -
up in business spending provide sufficient sup-
port to allow growth to become self-sustaining.

• The abundant slack in the economy keeps infla-
tionary pressures  from building up.

Alternative Scenario 1

V–Shaped 
Recovery

20%

Alternative Scenario 3

Stagflation

5%

Alternative Scenario 2

Deflation /
Double-Dip
Recession

15%

Goldilocks Supercycle

Deflation Stagflation

High
Growth

Low
Growth

Negative
Growth

Negative
Inflation

Low
Inflation

High
Inflation

Goldilocks Supercycle

Deflation Stagflation

High
Growth

Low
Growth

Negative
Growth

Negative
Inflation

Low
Inflation

High
Inflation

Goldilocks Supercycle

Deflation Stagflation

High
Growth

Low
Growth

Negative
Growth

Negative
Inflation

Low
Inflation

High
Inflation

Goldilocks Supercycle

Deflation Stagflation

High
Growth

Low
Growth

Negative
Growth

Negative
Inflation

Low
Inflation

High
Inflation

Source: UBS WMR Stephen Freedman, CFA
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UBS Financial Services Inc. Technical Research Dept.: Definitions and Distribution

UBS Financial Definition and Criteria Corresponding
Services Rating Rating

Category
Bullish Well–defined, reliable up–trend, an increase in the rate Buy

of change (or strong momentum) and confirming 
technical indicators

Mod. Bullish Positive overall trend, momentum and confirming Buy
technical indicators

Neutral Trading range trend, a flat rate of change and Neutral/Hold
confirming technical indicators

Mod. Bearish Weakened trend, momentum and confirming Sell
technical indicators

Bearish Negative trend, momentum and confirming Sell
technical indicators

N/A Not enough historical data to make an evaluation N/A

For information on the ways in which UBS manages conflicts and maintains independence of its research product; historical
performance information; and certain additional disclosures concerning UBS research recommendations, please visit
www.ubs.com/disclosures.

Global Equity Rating Allocations
UBS 12–Month Rating Rating Category Coverage1 IB Services2

Buy Buy 48% 40%
Neutral Hold/Neutral 40% 35%
Sell Sell 13% 26%
1Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the 12–month rating category.
2Percentage of companies within the 12–month rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided within the past 12 months.
Source: UBS. Rating allocations as of 31 December 2009.

Global Equity Rating Definitions
UBS 12–Month Rating Definition
Buy FSR is > 6% above the MRA.
Neutral FSR is between –6% and 6% of the MRA.
Sell FSR is > 6% below the MRA.
KEY DEFINITIONS
Forecast Stock Return (FSR) is defined as expected percentage price appreciation plus gross dividend yield over the next 12 months. 
Market Return Assumption (MRA) is defined as the one–year local market interest rate plus 5% (a proxy for, and not a forecast of,
the equity risk premium). 
Under Review (UR) Stocks may be flagged as UR by the analyst, indicating that the stock’s price target and/or rating are subject to
possible change in the near term, usually in response to an event that may affect the investment case or valuation.

EXCEPTIONS AND SPECIAL CASES
Core Banding Exceptions (CBE): Exceptions to the standard +/–6% bands may be granted by the Investment Review Committee
(IRC). Factors considered by the IRC include the stock’s volatility and the credit spread of the respective company’s debt. As a result,
stocks deemed to be very high or low risk may be subject to higher or lower bands as they relate to the rating. When such exceptions
apply, they will be identified in the Companies Mentioned or Company Disclosure table in the relevant research piece. 

UBS Investment Research 

UBS Closed–End Funds Ratings: Definitions and Allocations

UBS Financial Definition and Criteria % of companies % for which IB
Services Rating under coverage services have

with this rating been provided
Buy Higher stability of principal and higher stability of dividends 40.0 17.0
Hold Potential loss of principal, lower degree of dividend stability 46.0 35.0
Sell High potential for loss of principal and dividend risk 14.0 71.0
Source: UBS WMR, as of 31 December 2009



Expert advice
The UBS Monthly Market Outlook Call

As a UBS client, you have direct access to  
our top analysts and strategists from Wealth 
Management Research.

Dial in, pose your questions and get helpful insights  
and timely perspectives on a range of investment topics.

Wednesday, March 3, 1:00 p.m., ET

April 7 September 1
May 5 October 6
June 2 November 3
July 7 December 15
August 4 

U.S.: 866-288-0542
Int’l: 913-312-6669

Listen to the replay:
 

To access the replay, dial:
U.S.: 888-203-1112
Int’l: 719-457-0820
Passcode: 2439294
 
UBS investor’s guide and the UBS Monthly Market 
Outlook Call—two great ways to keep up to speed  
on the markets.


